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Abstract: 

Fever of unknown origin (FUO) can be caused by many clinical conditions and remains a diagnostic challenge in 

clinical practice. The etiology of FUO varies markedly among different age groups, geographic areas, and seasons. 
A four-stage investigative protocol for FUO is widely applied in clinical practice. The aim of the review was to go 

through the different approaches in managing infant with fever of unknown origin, by searching the databases for all 

published studies up to 2021. In conclusion infant with FUO should be evaluated using the four-stage protocol. 

Epidemiological data, contact history, previous medical history, fever pattern, detailed physical examination, and 

screening tests provide adequate information to establish a diagnosis. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

Fever is a common symptom of many clinical 

conditions, and infection is the most common cause, 

especially in children [1]. “Fever of unknown origin 

(FUO)” or fever without sourse (FOW) in  c hildren 
was initial explained in 1961 and also was defined as 

well-documented high temperature of a minimum of 3 

weeks' duration without an apparent source after 1 

week of investigation [2]. Although there is no 

conventional meaning of pediatric FUO, fever 

enduring anywhere from 10 days to 3 weeks is 

generally approved as the working interpretation of 

FUO in youngsters [3]. High temperature in neonates 

and also babies <3 months of age is specified as a 

rectally gotten temperature level ≥ 38 ° C [4]. High 

temperature is just one of one of the most typical 

factors for emergency division and also outpatient 
facility browse through by these patients; much of 

which have no diagnostically reliable signs and 

symptoms as well as receive a medical diagnosis of 

FUO after preliminary professional assessment. These 

babies have been split right into 2 teams for years. The 

initial group consists of clients struggling with mild, 

medically pointless viral infections and also the 2nd 

team, representing 5% to 15% of cases, includes 

people with high temperature brought on by a serious 

microbial infection (SBI), i.e., invasive diseases 

(bacteremia/sepsis, meningitis) or severe, remarkably 
intrusive microbial infections (pneumonia, urinary 

system infection (UTI), and also soft tissue as well as 

bone infections) [4,5]. 

 

To favour the differentiation in between reduced- and 

risky babies, a number of formulas based on logical 

and also medical criteria have been created [5]. 

Nonetheless, while they were rather comparable in 

some actions, these algorithms varied in their use of 

some diagnostic treatments, causing a dynamic debate 

among the writers. Consequently, they were not 

methodically utilized in professional practice [6] and 
also were regularly substituted by homemade 

standards in numerous children's medical facilities, 

which occurred in the United States [7]. The 

discussion on the best approach to infants with FUO 

has actually been further boosted in the past 15 years 

by evidence of considerably changing epidemiology, 

aetiology, and characteristics of SBIs [8,9].  

During this review our aim is to go through the best 

approaches to infant with fever of unknown origin. 

 

METHODOLOGY: 
PubMed, Embase and MedLine, were used to search 

for all of the studies published over the last 35 years 

using the keywords: “fever without source” or “fever 

of unknown origin” and “neonate” or “newborn” or 

“infant”. 

DISCUSSION: 

Clinical assessment is crucial in the evaluation of 

febrile infants and young children. Evaluation and also 
documents of important indicators, skin color and also 

exanthems, behavior state, as well as state of hydration 

are crucial. Measurement of blood pressure is shown 

in this age only when hypotension is suspected. Pulse 

oximetry may be gotten as a 5th essential sign and is 

an extra dependable predictor of pulmonary infection 

than respiratory system rate in individuals of every 

ages, especially babies and also young kids [9]. 

Temperature level ought to be determined by utilizing 

an anal thermometer. Axillary and tympanic 

membrane layer temperatures are undependable in 

young children [10]. Children who are afebrile 
however have a history of a recorded fever should be 

considered to be febrile to the level reported by 

history. Children need to be entirely slipped off to 

check out for the existence of petechiae. 

Approximately 2% to 8% of kids with high 

temperature and also a petechial breakout will 

certainly have a significant microbial infection (SBI), 

frequently brought on by Neisseria meningitidis. The 

lack of petechiae listed below the nipples makes 

meningococcemia less likely. The majority of 

youngsters with meningococcal disease and petechiae 
will certainly not be otherwise well appearing [11]. 

The medical diagnosis of FUO should be taken into 

consideration if no source of infection is apparent after 

an extensive exam in a harmless baby or child without 

considerable underlying illness. The level of fever that 

warrants additional investigation is a function of the 

child’s age [12]. 

 

INFANTS YOUNGER THAN 3 MONTHS WITH 

FUO: 

Until the early 1980s, there was a tradition at most 

teaching health centers that all febrile infants more 
youthful than 2 months of age should be admitted for 

a blood poisoning workup [13] Not all professionals, 

consisting of college house-staff, followed this rule. In 

1985, the team at Rochester led by Dagan et alia [14] 

questioned the need of this approach and also 

developed low-risk standards (Rochester 

requirements) for the option of a group of infants who 

may be carefully observed as outpatients without 

antibiotic treatment. Investigators from Johns Hopkins 

had shown that the a hospital stay of infants to 

eliminate sepsis is not without threat. Baskin et al [15] 
at the Children's Hospital in Boston assessed empiric 

outpatient antibiotic treatment with ceftriaxone after a 

full sepsis examination, consisting of a back leak. 

Baker et alia [16,17] at the Children's Health center of 
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Philly have released alternative standards 

(Philadelphia requirements) as well as data pertaining 

to the outcome of their technique. The results of all 

studies that include friends of infants younger than 3 

months who met some low-risk standards that 
constantly include harmless clinical appearance and 

WBC standards (normally > 15,000 WBCs). Not all 

studies consisted of a tiny urinalysis or microscopic 

evaluation of stool for WBCs when looseness of the 

bowels was present. Assessment of stool for WBCs 

was added by the team at Rochester, who discovered 

it to be a predictor of occult Salmonella infection, 

consisting of bacteremia. The earliest researches from 

Rochester and the researches from the Children's 

Medical facilities of Boston and also Philly consist of 

a back leak. In the 5 researches that included a lumbar 

leak, there were a total of 1,051 "low-risk" infants, 30 
(2.9%) of whom had an SBI. The research study of 

Baskin et al [15] utilized distinct low-risk 

requirements: a WBC count of less than 20,000/ mm3, 

urine multireagent strip testing without tiny urinalysis, 

and also no microscopic examination of stool of 

infants with diarrhea. This probably clarifies the better 

risk of SBI, including occult bacteremia, UTI, and also 

bacterial enteritis, in this report. When this research 

was left out, there were only 3 (0.5%) SBIs in 548 low-

risk babies whose evaluation included a lumbar leak. 

It is uncertain from these magazines whether a back 
leak needs be consisted of in the laboratory analysis to 

identify whether a febrile baby goes to reduced danger. 

Baker et alia [16,17] provide data relating to the 

incidence of aseptic meningitis in the 2 studies from 

Kid's Health center of Philadelphia. More than 10% of 

all infants in these 2 researches were offered a medical 

diagnosis of aseptic meningitis. It is not possible to 

figure out from evaluation of a lot of these magazines 

what percentage of these babies would otherwise have 

actually remained in the low-risk group had a back 

leak not been executed, nor is it feasible to determine 

from a lot of these 6 records how many babies with 
meningitis met every one of the other low-risk 

standards as well as had a diagnosis of bacterial 

meningitis just because a lumbar puncture was done. 

One of the infants in the 1999 report by Baker et alia 

had pneumococcal meningitis diagnosed by means of 

lumbar puncture but met all the other low-risk criteria 

[16,17]. 

 

WELL, APPEARING INFANT WITH FUO: 

It has been well established that a well-appearing 

young baby may have an SBI. Consequently, lab 

examination is necessary. The use of a back puncture 

is optional yet should be done if empiric prescription 

antibiotics are to be provided. Or else, if the youngster 

returns as well as a succeeding lumbar leak reveals 

pleocytosis, an unfavourable culture outcome can be 
construed to suggest either partly treated microbial 

meningitis or aseptic meningitis, and a full program of 

parenteral antibiotic treatment will certainly be 

needed. Provided the regularity of aseptic meningitis 

in this age group, this is more than a theoretic 

possibility. It is feasible that kids with bacteremia that 

have a back leak are at increased risk of having 

meningitis [18,19]. For that reason, parenteral anti-

biotics should be considered if a back puncture is done. 

The development of automated blood culture systems 

has actually caused rapid discovery of microbial 

microorganisms and also allows for much safer 
outpatient management of low-risk infants (FIGURE 

1) [20,21]. Babies with favourable society outcomes 

can be called back for re-evaluation, usually within 24 

hr. Time to positivity and also initial blood culture 

Gram tarnish results are important diagnostic tests in 

distinguishing between virus and also pollutants [22]. 

Blood cultures of real pathogens are more likely to 

suggest positive results within 24 hr. Infants whose 

blood culture ends up being favourable after 1 day with 

a Gram discolour symptomatic of an impurity and who 

are afebrile as well as well-appearing may be dealt 
with as outpatients with or without anti-biotics in 

accordance with their preliminary administration 

method. Therapy of babies more youthful than 4 

weeks of age as outpatients with either strategy need 

to be done just when the moms and dads are reliable 

and also close follow-up is guaranteed. Although this 

practice is common in pediatrics, as demonstrated by 

the PROS report, possible data confirming this 

technique in emergency situation medication are 

limited. It is more difficult to assess behavioral state in 

neonates, invasive infections are typically brought on 

by various microorganisms (ie, team B streptococci, 
Enterobacteriaceae, and Listeria monocytogenes), and 

also neonates are more probable to have serious deadly 

viral meningoencephalitis with herpes simplex 

infections as well as enteroviruses [23,24]. In only one 

of the surveys referenced above were medical 

professionals especially asked whether they would 

hospitalize low/risk infants more youthful than 4 

weeks; 68% of general emergency physicians and 87% 

of pediatric emergency physicians reported they would 

[20]. 
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FIGURE 1: Algorithm for the management of a previously healthy infant with FOU. 

 
 

Diagnostic Tests to Improve the Screening of 

Infant with FUO: 

To improve the prediction of SBI in children < 90 days 

old, numerous analysis examinations made use of 

alone or in mix with those formerly utilized were 
recommended. Evaluation of WBC counts with 

requirements various from those made use of in typical 

screening methods was found unsatisfactory. Gomez 

et al. reported that amongst 3034 babies 22-- 90 days 

old that appeared well however presented with FWS, 

those with leukopenia (WBC<5000 cells/mm3)  

 

displayed a reduced prevalence of UTIs (8.1% vs. 

14.7%; chances ratio (OR), 0.51; 95% CI, 0.29-- 0.88) 

however a similar occurrence of intrusive bacterial 
conditions (2.5% vs. 2.0%; OR, 1.20; 95% CI, 0.44-- 

3.44) compared with those without leukopenia [25] 

Leukopenia was only related to a high prevalence of 

bacteremia as well as meningitis in babies not showing 

up well, which were included in the risky group 
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necessarily (17.8% vs. 6.9%; OR, 2.90; 95% CI, 1.06-

- 7.78). 

 

One of the most examined markers were C-reactive 

healthy protein (CRP) and procalcitonin (PCT). In the 
majority of the research studies, both markers had 

greater SE as well as SP than WBC count in the 

identification of SBI. Nosrati et al. reported that WBC 

matters, outright neutrophil matters (ANC), as well as 

CRP degrees were independent research laboratory 

predictors of SBI in a group of 48 babies aged<90 days 

with SBI [26] Nevertheless, the accuracy of CRP was 

dramatically greater, as shown by the area under the 

receiver operating feature (ROC) contour (AUC). 

PCT was regularly discovered to be much more 

sensitive than CRP [27], although in some researches, 

the superiority of PCT was shown just for the 

recognition of invasive diseases and not for all SBIs 

[28,29] In a current investigation in which the analysis 

features of the PCT assay, CRP focus, WBC counts, 
and ANC counts for the discovery of SBIs were 

examined, it was revealed that although the area under 

the ROC contours for CRP and also PCT were similar 

(AUC 0.81, 95% CI: 0.83 - 0.99 vs. AUC 0.80, 95% 

CI: 0.75 - 0.85; p = 0.70), PCT could more accurately 

identify bacteremia and bacterial meningitis (AUC 

0.91, 95% CI: 0.83 - 0.99 vs. AUC 0.77, 95% CI: 0.65-

- 0.89, p = 0.002) [29] Additionally, remarkably, no 

distinction was found in neonates contrasted to older 

infants. In this research study, a cut-off PCT value of 

0.3 ng/mL was connected with an adverse likelihood 

ratio of 0.3 (95% CI, 0.2-- 0.5) for identifying SBI as 
well as 0.1 (95% CI, 0.03 - 0.4) for recognizing 

bacteremia and meningitis. However, a meta-analysis 

of researches assessing the significance of the 0.3 

ng/mL PCT cut-off value for the identification of 

reduced- and also high-risk kids with FWS ended that 

determining lotion PCT concentrations alone was 

substandard to the Rochester forecast policies even 

though it could set apart some subjects [30]. 

 

CONCLUSION: 

The selection of neonates and young infants that are 
<3 months old with FWS that are at danger for SBI 

stays a trouble without a definitive solution. The old 

Rochester criteria as well as the protocols derived from 

this continue to be reliable for recognizing young 

infants in between 29 and 60 days old that do not have 

SBIs. The danger that an invasive illness is 

misdiagnosed is very low, specifically today when the 

incidences of bacteremia and meningitis are lowered 

and also most SBIs are UTIs. Nonetheless, a much 

more complicated technique including using CRP and 

PCT can allow to identify a majority of kids with FWS 

that actually have SBI as well as require instant timely 

a hospital stay as well as adequate treatment. 

Restorative test with anti-inflammatory medicines or 

anti-biotics need to be normally prevented as 

empirically diagnostic procedures in youngsters with 
FUO, except for youngsters with suspected JRA for 

whom nonsteroidal representatives are administered, 

but this is a diagnosis of exclusion. 
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